POSIGN PNS Tower

Seoul, Korea

Among the numerous high-rise buildings that symbolise Teheran-ro, the POSIGN PNS Tower, located between Gangnam Station and Yeoksam Station in Seoul, is a building that shows its own individuality without harming the surrounding landscape. It presents an overall message of transparent management with wide skylights, while maintaining the image of iron, which symbolises Posteel Company Limited. The exterior walls of the building were treated with stainless steel louvers to evoke a clean, dynamic feeling, and the northeastern corner, which is exposed the most, is in the shape of a giant crystal formed with transparent reflective glass. The curtain wall system on the exterior wall of the building consists of glass, stainless steel open joint cladding, and stainless steel horizontal fins. The effect of a stainless steel exterior is well-expressed in general. Therefore, this can be said to be an instance where a modern, sophisticated building has been completed.
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